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Extremely likely 11

Likely 2

Neither likely nor unlikely 0

Unlikely 0

Extremely unlikely 0

Don't know 1

Not answered 0
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Can you tell us why you gave that response? 

Very prompt response from reception to accomodate my appointment. As usual, Dr Cole addressed my concern with patience 
and respect.  

I have never had any problems at this Practice getting an appointment to see a doctor and the Consultations are always detailed 
and thorough.  

Friendly Doctors - Follow up checks.  

Satisfied with help and treatments but would like appointments to be more on time please, as most of the time they are late. 
Even though "Touch screen" shows 0 min delay!!!  

Good with diagnosis when difficult to assess. Helpful, patient and good at listening refer when required.  

Friendly and competant reception staff.  

Satisfied with surgery. My last one in Broadstonewas not.  

Very quick response --- gave Saturday appointment.  

They always try to accomodate you whenever possible and do a thorough job of getting to the root cause of any problem.  

Understanding and efficient Doctor. Prompt appointment . Friendly and helpful Receptionist  

All of the staff are always helpful and we always manage to get an appointment in a reasonable timescale. Excellent at call backs 
etc. Really impressed with Dr Cole, always friendly and reassuring, never makes you feel like your wasting his time and made a 

follow up call to check on my daughter which I thought was lovely,  

The Doctor listened to my concerns, understood them and responded in an appropriate way. I have received excellent care from 
this Practice over many years.  

The service provided by this practice is superb from the reception staff to the Doctors. I had an issue and the same Doctor 
guided me through my treatment from the beginning to the end , which was over several months. This made me feel so 

comfortable and relaxed as he knew what was going on for me, as he had spotted it in the beginning and i therefore did not have 
to explain over and over again with different Doctors. I am really impressed with the service provided by this practice. Thank you. 

normally I see Dr Goodworth and I am pleased with his care but recently saw Dr Carey and was left to feel very annoyed and 
frustrated.  
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